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Introduction  

In 2016, cancer affected more than 42 million people worldwide, being the second leading 

cause of death (Roser & Ritchie, 2018). While many types of cancer can be prevented and 

treated when diagnosed on time, surviving cancer depends on the presence “of adequate 

diagnosis and treatment facilities” (WHO, 2017, p.2). According to the International Agency 

for Research on Cancer, among the 9.6 million annual cancer deaths in 2018, more than half 

occur in Asia (WHO, 2018). In Indonesia, there have been almost 350,000 new cancer patients 

in 2018 and over 205,000 deaths (Global Cancer Observatory, 2018). 

The lack of access to healthcare facilities and delays in treatments in Indonesia, particularly in 

remote areas, has a significant impact on the survival rate of cancer sufferers (The Jakarta Post, 

2017). The chairwoman of the Breast Cancer Foundation of Indonesia, Linda Gumelar, 
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reinforced this statement: “70% of new breast cancer patients only visit a health centre at an 

advanced stage” (Samodro & Siniwi, 2016). To tackle this major issue, the Indonesian 

Government is now strengthening diagnostic and treatment approaches, particularly in areas 

where the population does not have readily available access to healthcare (Howlett & Gil, 

2018).  

While foreign direct investment can transfer innovation and knowledge (Cadeddu, Donovan & 

Masli, 2013), grassroots’ level initiatives are also evident, with innovators searching for better 

ways to deal with cancer with more adequate frugal innovation management practices. This 

chapter will explore how an Indonesian start-up, CTech Group (CTech1), has developed a 

frugal cancer therapy for the Base-of-Pyramid and middle markets in Indonesia despite the 

local constrained environment. This will be anchored around exploring the nine stages of the 

New Product Development Process (NPDP) and 15 key frugal innovation practices (FI 

practices) developed and tested by (Cadeddu, Donovan, Topple, de Waal, & Masli, 2019). Key 

insights on the practices, decision-making dilemmas, and contextual factors for the 

development of CTech’s frugal innovation are elaborated upon. Frugal innovators will find this 

chapter insightful for how to better structure and develop frugal products to address BOP 

consumer needs. 

CTech Group overview  

Founded in 2007 and located in South Tangerang (West Java, Indonesia), CTech is a R&D and 

production start-up integrating Edwar Healthcare Centre of Cancer Research, who developed 

a frugal cancer therapy system – the Electrical Capacitive Cancer Treatment (ECCT). The 

ECCT is an affordable, wearable, radiation-free, non-invasive cancer treatment based on “low 

frequency and low intensity to interfere the process of cell division and eventually destroy the 

cancer cells” (CTech Laboratories, 2015, p.1). This type of treatment can also be called ‘Tumor 

Treating Field’ (Rick et al. 2018). Patented in 2012, the ECCT is leased in Indonesia, Poland, 

Germany, Japan, India and Singapore (CTech Marketing Manager)2. 

The inventor and CEO of CTech, Dr Warsito Purwo Taruno, has more than 27 years of 

experience in the field of imaging systems and 18 years in researching and developing imaging 

technology using low-level energy technology for industrial and medical applications. Warsito 

 
1 For simplification, CTech Group has been shortened to CTech from here onwards. 
2 More information regarding participants is found in Table 18.2. 
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carried out a solo project on imaging technology operating on low-level energy for medical 

applications (subsequently developing in 2010 the Electrical Capacitance Volume 

Tomography (ECVT) product, an imaging system), and in 2010 the R&D for a frugal cancer 

treatment system – the ECCT. 

Figure 18.1 shows the three parts composing the ECCT: customised apparel (helmet, jacket or 

mantle), Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) oscillators (either standard or high-voltage depending 

on client needs) and an electrical field detector (EFD). The clothing in the ECCT device is 

tailored to the clients’ size, the position and the stage of cancer. The ECCT mechanism is 

embedded in the oscillator which enables “low-intensity and low-frequency source … of 

electro-static wave” (CTech Laboratories, 2015, p.1) referred to as ‘low-level energy’ 

technology here. Preventing cancer cell growth, these waves are sent to electrodes sewn in the 

apparel, which surround “the location of the tumour with [the] right frequency and intensity” 

(CTech Laboratories, 2015, p.1). Table 18.1 describes the four characteristics that qualified the 

ECCT as a frugal innovation.  

  

FIGURE 18.1: The three parts composing the ECCT 

For this study, 11 face-to-face semi-structured interviews, averaging 70 minutes, were 

undertaken between October and November 2015 at the CTech offices in South Tangerang. 

From CTech’s 120 staff, key managers and supervisors of various departments were selected, 

with a focus on personnel who were in-charge of the ECCT development as well as the earlier 

product innovation, the ECVT. Table 18.2 details each interviewee’s role at CTech, the 

interview duration and date. 
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Table 18.1. The ECCT frugal characteristics 

 
 

Table 18.2: CTech interviewees’ details 
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In addition to these interviews, observations were made to help set the context of the interviews, 

offering diverse information in the form of observational notes and pictures – upon consent 

from CTech and its staff. The three main observation sites were CTech headquarters, the 

production facility for electronics, and the production facility for textiles. Building from this 

point, the next section will explore the key activities, decisions and challenges for CTech across 

the four phases and nine stages of the NPDP for frugal innovation (see Figure 18.2). At the end 

of each phase is a figure summarising CTech’s findings. 

Figure 18.2 The NPDP for frugal innovation 

 

CTech’s Fuzzy front end 

Opportunity and idea discovery stage: FI Practice 1 

Starting with the first stage of the fuzzy front-end phase, the opportunity and discovery stage 

for frugal innovation is often driven by a market-pull approach within BOP market’s 

constraints (FI Practice 1). This approach implies that frugal innovators focuses on problems 

stemming from the local environment, which shapes the way firms discover frugal innovations 

(Cadeddu et al. 2019). CTech illustrates this approach, with the cancer diagnosis and 
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unsuccessful treatment of the inventor’s relative3, creating a new product opportunity in cancer 

treatment.  

This situation demonstrated to the CTech inventor clear product gaps in meeting the needs of 

those requiring specific cancer treatments through existing solutions. The lack of early cancer 

detection programs in Indonesia resulted in diagnosing cancer at later stages, with existing 

cancer treatments being less effective (WHO, 2014, 2017). Further compounded by market 

constraints, which restricted the ability to develop technological innovations, the inventor 

reflects: “… technology research … is not visible in Indonesia because we have limited 

resources in facilities, infrastructure and funding” (CTech Inventor). Within this context, the 

inventor identified the possibility of using low-level energy technology in cancer diagnosis and 

treatments.  

Opportunity and idea discovery stage: FI Practice 2 

Several tools and techniques facilitate the discovery of new product opportunities; those 

allowing the input of ideas and opportunities from outside the firm tend to be more relevant to 

frugal innovators (FI Practice 2). To inspire the development of alternatives to better serve 

BOP consumers’ needs, many options exist, including identifying existing products’ failure in 

developing countries; local settings’ weaknesses; government agencies’ ‘calls to action’; and 

leveraging the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (Cadeddu et al. 2019). 

Looking at CTech, the opportunity for a new cancer therapy device was discovered through 

the inventor’s identification of the inadequate and high cost cancer therapies available in 

Indonesia. In particular, existing cancer therapies such as “[surgical] operation, radiotherapy 

and chemotherapy” (CTech Head of R&D Neuroscience) did not adequately treat the relative’s 

advanced breast cancer, prompting further research into alternative cancer treatments: 

[The relative] had tried various treatments, including surgical options followed by 
chemotherapy in order to eradicate the disease, but to no avail. They ran out of money 
because breast cancer treatment is very expensive. (CTech Inventor, cited in Multa 
Fridus, 2012) 

Other problems with existing treatments in Indonesia also came from cancer patients refusing 

mainstream treatments (CTech Laboratories, 2015, p. 7), due to both the cost of the treatments 

and the invasive nature of possible treatments. Thus, the development of an alternative cancer 

 
3 The inventor’s ‘relative’ is also called ‘family member’ hereafter. 
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treatment device using low-level energy technology tailored for clients emerged as a potentially 

cheaper and complementary cancer therapy. 

Opportunity and idea screening stage: FI Practice 3 

At the opportunity and idea screening stage, innovators often evaluate their new product 

opportunities based on preliminary technical, market and business information (Cooper 2011). 

While all this information is important to understand the value of each new product 

opportunity, frugal innovators should prioritise information around BOP consumers’ unmet 

needs (FI Practice 3). Despite the importance of ‘guesstimating’ market size for feasibility, 

Cadeddu et al. (2019) argue that needs assessment of the targeted market enables analysing the 

real value (e.g. urgency; poor alternatives) of an alternative product for these BOP consumers. 

This is opposed to screening and selecting new product opportunities solely based on the firms’ 

criteria, such as using financial measurement (Markham & Lee, 2013). 

CTech is a great example of how the value for people diagnosed with cancer for an alternative 

was an important part of the decision to pursue the ECCT opportunity. Before the inventor’s 

relative was diagnosed with breast cancer, CTech had another innovation focused on cancer 

diagnosis, without any NPD planned for the cancer treatment field. The inventor initially 

pursued the ECCT development only for his family member. This was due to the medical 

urgency limiting the extent of this NPDP stage exploring the value for people diagnosed with 

cancer: “…we were facing death” (CTech Inventor).  

Only once the ECCT was developed for his relative, the inventor perceived the overall value 

of this alternative treatment in Indonesia. He witnessed the high number of people diagnosed 

with cancer struggling with existing healthcare and seeking alternative cancer treatments: 

“There are a lot of people that are dying and are coming to us and ask, ‘make the equipment 

for us’…” (CTech Inventor). This was the trigger to develop further this project: “we’re here 

to get a solution, not just to make money” (CTech Inventor). 

Opportunity and idea screening stage: FI Practice 4 

When screening new product opportunities, frugal innovators also ensure the NPD project is 

going to be feasible by assessing their internal and external business capabilities (FI Practice 

4). The importance for frugal innovators is to identify a viable business model. This can 

establish by searching local partnerships, existing facilities to re-use or a local firm’s 

established operations (Cadeddu et al. 2019). 
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The CTech case illustrates this point, with significant attention on internal and external 

business information. Due to CTech’s extensive knowledge and know-how in operating low-

level energy (internal), they had fewer uncertainties to invest time and resources into the 

project. Their expertise acted as a technology platform upon which the ECCT cancer treatment 

device could be built. A technology feasibility analysis supported this point: “… I found an 

article for the possibility of low-level energy that can at least prevent the growth of the [cancer] 

cell[s]” (CTech Inventor).  

CTech also collaborated with former university research students (external). The inventor 

recognised their internal knowledge (i.e. low-level energy technology) and knowledge they did 

not possess (i.e. cancer therapy expertise). This led to integrating external expertise and 

capabilities from former research students, now ‘medical physicists’4 with skills combining the 

fields of biophysics and cancer treatment. This gave CTech access to a niche of skilled labour 

and the University of Indonesia’s equipment, reducing their overhead R&D costs considerably. 

This assessment of capabilities was a key contributor to the inventor’s decision to pursue the 

cancer treatment project. 

Fuzzy front end summary 

Figure 18.3: Fuzzy front-end phase 

 

CTech’s concept development 

Market study stage: FI practice 5 

At the market study stage, innovators spend time investigating market, consumers data and 

requirements for the design of the future concept (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). This is 

 
4 See definition of the Asia-Oceania Federation of Organizations for Medical Physics (AFOMP) (Ng et al., 2009) 
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particularly true for frugal innovators when investigating the voice-of-the-customer. They tend 

to prioritise three consumers needs: affordability, product usage context and complementary 

needs (FI practice 5). The first refers to establishing an affordable price-point accepted by the 

targeted BOP consumers, taking account of cost-effective gains such as low-cost product 

ownership (Weyrauch & Herstatt 2017). The second need is grounded in the contextual usage 

including the social, cultural and geographical environment of BOP consumers (Prahalad 

2012). Thirdly, frugal innovators also complement traditional needs with more human-centred 

ones such as aspirational, critical and desirable needs (Viswanathan & Sridharan 2012). 

The case of CTech exemplifies three key client’s needs in the conceptualisation of the frugal 

ECCT. With regards to affordability, the high profit margins of current cancer therapies were 

not the only problem for the Indonesian BOP markets; even reaching cheaper cancer care 

facilities had cost-inefficiencies. This included time and health disadvantages such as long 

waiting periods between treatments, uncertainty of care and long distance to hospitals: “… 

low-income …even [with] the national [health] insurance, …have to wait like six to seven 

months to get one radiation, and then you have to wait again for another six months” (CTech 

Marketing Manager). Thus, affordability both meant low price and easy to access treatments. 

The product usage context in current cancer care facilities was also challenging in Indonesia 

with existing medical devices not fitting the local context. The main reasons are cost, 

complexity of usage, and poor integration into the local electrical grid. Without consideration 

of such context, most cancer patients are left with limited access to treatments. This essential 

contextual information was key in the development of the ECCT, which aimed to avoid relying 

on hospitals’ available equipment, resources and facilities. 

Finally, an untraditional need rarely considered in health innovation was the level of comfort, 

including its usage and its aesthetic appeal. The development team realised with the earlier 

market study on the ECVT that clients had apprehension using existing medical devices. The 

inventor provided an example of the mammography device and how this shaped the 

prioritisation of ‘comfort’ for the ECCT: “…so far, they [clients] say it’s very scary to get 

breast check-up … so we need to make people more comfortable using [medical devices]” 

(CTech Inventor). Based on the understanding that clients had a negative perception of medical 

devices, this determined that a ‘cosier’ and more ‘friendly looking’ cancer treatment device 

would make clients more likely to use the ECCT.  
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Market study stage: FI practice 6 

As during the market study stage, deep understanding of the BOP consumer needs is pivotal; 

thus, immersive techniques such as field-based investigations and local embeddedness are 

often recommended for needs exploration (FI practice 6). By using these approaches, frugal 

innovators spend time with their target market to understand the local culture, routines and 

context where the product will be used (Aranda-Jan, Jagtap, & Moultrie, 2016; Prahalad, 2012).  

Despite such immersive techniques not being formally used by CTech, the inventor had direct 

contact with his ill relative and other ECVT volunteers5 coming to CTech. The past ECVT 

testing and user feedback was particularly important in informing the inventor about issues of 

discomfort with medical cancer devices. This informed the specifications around developing a 

‘friendlier’ medical device for cancer treatment: “That’s our destination. Don’t make the 

product too scary to have … or to use” (CTech Inventor). While there was no formal use of 

tools and techniques to study market needs, the inventor’s direct contact with his relative and 

other people suffering from cancer was a key opportunity to capture important needs for 

medical cancer devices. 

Technical study stage: FI Practice 7 

In the technical study, innovators generate concepts by dividing performance requirements into 

functions, features and benefits (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2016). To generate frugal concepts, 

innovators optimise targeted performance of primary functionalities and other functions linked 

to business model specifications (FI Practice 7). Their focus remains on ‘must have’ 

functionalities, prioritising value-adding functions without developing a breakthrough concept 

(Rao 2013). Furthermore, business model specifications are also pivotal as their integration 

allows innovators to anticipate local constraints such as lack of adequate infrastructure and 

electricity (Gassman et al., 2017). 

The technical stage of the CTech ECCT offers great examples of three primary functionalities 

and two business model specifications, which were prioritised over costs: “we’re here to get a 

solution, not just to make money. I don’t look for money if it doesn’t give a solution to people” 

(CTech Inventor). The three primary functionalities explored and prioritised before considering 

associated costs are: effectiveness and sufficient efficiency of the technology, and ‘friendly’ 

looking aesthetic.  

 
5 The terms ‘volunteers’ and ‘clients’ are used interchangeably in this chapter. 
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The inventor first worked on the effectiveness performance of low-level energy technology to 

show potential of low-level energy technology to treat cancer: “[in 2010] we were only thinking 

how this [low-level energy technology] can be used and solve the problems” (CTech Inventor). 

The technical feasibility was confirmed based on a literature review. The second primary 

functionality refers to focusing on a sufficient efficiency performance, aiming at halting the 

multiplication of cancer cells: 

We have revealed that cancer cell proliferation [can be stopped] by … electric fields.... 
[and] ECCT has no harmful effect to normal cells…it’s enough as a scientific research 
for ECCT to be delivered to the public. (CTech Head of Biological Research) 

While it was not as efficient as popular high-energy technology treating cancer, the purpose of 

CTech was not about creating a breakthrough cancer treatment. The inventor did not seek an 

optimal but rather a sufficiently functional ECCT design with an adequate level of technical 

feasibility that proved the efficiency and safety of low-intensity electric fields (low-level 

energy technology). The last primary functionality was the ‘must have’ comfort performance: 

“… we would put the comfort as first before the cost … That’s our proposition” (CTech 

Inventor). This response to the aesthetic performance was essential for the ECCT’s success, 

particularly as low-level energy cancer treatment was lengthier than the usual methods. 

Business model specifications were also pivotal to circumvent the limited healthcare access, 

including the reliance on hospitals’ limited resources for treatment and the local healthcare 

infrastructure providing unstable access to care. Willing to address these issues, the ECCT had 

to be a portable, simple to use, and low-cost “therapy at home” (CTech Marketing Manager). 

This was the simplicity of low-level energy technology that assisted in making this medical 

device easy to use instead of being complex and bulky like traditional cancer treatments. 

Technical study stage: FI Practice 8 

Tools and techniques used by frugal innovators can be numerous, though one particular 

technique proposed by Cadeddu et al. (2019) is to investigate existing basic technologies that 

deliver similar performance to what their frugal product requires (Practice 8). The aim is to re-

use existing technologies in “imaginative new ways” (Wooldridge, 2010), prioritising less 

sophisticated and less costly technological principles to the targeted functionalities of the frugal 

product (Rao 2013; Prahalad 2012). Doing so has many benefits such as reducing costs of 

operations and product complexity, not requiring highly trained staff, and avoiding the 

development of ‘bells and whistles’ functions and features (Cadeddu et al. 2019). 
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This is evident in the ECCT technology, with the inventor developing a cancer treatment based 

on basic technological principles already applied in imaging systems (e.g. the ECVT). The use 

of low-electricity imaging technologies conveyed that a similar technological platform could 

be re-used for a cancer treatment device, the foundations of the ECCT concept generation: 

“…because we have been working with low-level energy for some time, so we got some idea, 

how to generate a system for cancer [treatment]” (CTech Inventor). The use of low-level energy 

technology was beneficial compared to widely established technology relying on high-energy 

input requiring high usage costs and the handling of complex and expensive hardware systems.  

Preferring this basic technology was beneficial, leading to two simple features that the ECCT 

primary functionalities relied upon to operate: “increasing and decreasing the voltage [i.e. ‘the 

intensity and waveform of the PCB oscillator’6] and changing the frequency” (CTech PDM). 

With such simplicity in the way the ECCT operated, this case shows that the search of basic 

technologies was an important part of the technical study stage. 

Concept evaluation stage: FI Practice 9 

After market and technical investigations on the frugal concept, the concept needs to be 

assessed on different types of criteria and combined with certain tools and techniques. Common 

criteria are business/economic feasibility, technical performance, and market benefits (Cooper 

2011). Regarding frugal innovators, they often attribute a significant space to consumers’ 

opinions during this evaluation, using specific product criteria along with simple concept 

testing (Cadeddu et al. 2019). These can include frugal innovation characteristics (e.g. affinity, 

reparability, functionality), social design, global institutions’ standards such as the WHO 

standards (Murcott, 2007). In combination with these criteria, a simple concept testing, or 

testing a physical simplified version of the concept, with targeted BOP consumers offers frugal 

innovators the chance to get feedback and refine the concept based on realistic settings, a type 

of ‘co-design’ (Mattson and Wood 2014). 

The case of the ECCT exemplifies this practice with the use of criteria linked to ‘goodness’ for 

both the ECVT and ECCT, which also involved physical models. At first, there was no interest 

in evaluating the ECCT concept with volunteers as the ECCT was originally for the inventor’s 

family member; yet a sense of ‘goodness’ was required, through ‘feeling’ and ‘touching’ the 

solution. The CTech inventor gave more details about this, reflecting: “I think the most 

 
6 See further details at CTech Laboratories (2015). 
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important thing is the sense of goodness… You have to feel it”. This was the first step of a 

three-step process starting with step one - developing a simple working version: 

The first step is MAKE IT HAPPEN [emphasised made by the inventor] … something 
that is working in some form, that people can use, look at it, touch it and try it. You 
never assume that the first thing is perfect. (CTech Inventor) 

Overlapping between this stage and the prototype testing stage, this statement emphasised 

CTech’s preference for a simple physical version at the very least, until the design was accepted 

at every decision gate: “Until you find a solution that we like, you should not stop designing” 
(CTech Inventor). Such physical contact with new concept ideas was an important approach 

for the inventor, which he “enforce[d] quite forcefully” at CTech (CTech Inventor).  

Concept development summary 

Figure 18.4: Concept development phase 

 

CTech’s product development 

Product design stage: FI Practice 10 

At the product design stage, innovators develop the physical design of a product, which consists 

of system and detailed design variables, including numerous decisions about the product 

architecture, components and materials (Pahl & Beitz, 2013). These design aspects for frugal 

innovation are developed by minimising the use of resources, such as locally made and 

available components, materials and equipment, as well as satisfying a performance-cost ratio 

(FI practice 10). Numerous advantages of working together with local suppliers are reviewed 

in Cadeddu et al. (2019), including cost-effectiveness, more standardised design, potential 
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quick adaptation to local production sites, faster build-test-feedback process, and easy local 

maintenance. Despite these benefits, frugal innovators do not compromise key targeted 

performance over low-quality resources, shifting to more expensive and reliable suppliers 

(Weyrauch & Herstatt, 2017). Costs can then be compensated with less important aspects of 

the product (Cadeddu et al., 2019). 

These decisions were prominent and beneficial in CTech’s product design, where local 

resources were prioritised for most of the ECCT components, and optimal components’ 

performance were guaranteed for its core functionality. Prioritising local resources included 

exposing CTech team to financial constraints to enhance their imagination for designing the 

ECCT. Also, it included looking at local distributors, as outlined by the CTech Production 

Supervisor, “…when the distributor is local … they have faster guarantee … [i]t is also cheap 

… and the period to work together is shorter. … [T]he factories overseas … have stricter 

procedures”. Additionally, less detailed materials were available; these were often less 

expensive components, yet, more adequate for the functional performance they provided: 

“There is a ‘performance cost’. If it is expensive it has more details. This one [the EFD] is 

cheap and less detailed but it still functions well” (CTech PDM). Avoiding expensive supplies 

often obtained from universities or government bodies also allowed CTech to remain within 

budget. 

Despite these advantages, some local resources did not meet expected performance. The 

production team rejected some components (e.g. 30% of oscillators parts were rejected)  and 

worked towards an upgrade due to CTech’s willingness to provide high-quality product. This 

clearly indicated that if local or cheap components/materials did not reach required 

performance, cost did not restrain CTech’s development team from opting for resources that 

were more expensive. To keep the development of the ECCT at a reasonable cost, CTech also 

compensated this choice of high-quality components with the implementation of recycling and 

repair processes for rejected products. 

Product design stage: FI Practice 11 

Among common tools and techniques facilitating the exploration of system and detailed design 

such as Design for X (DfX), Cadeddu et al. (2019) reveal two types of DfX for frugal 

innovation: fixed DfX and DfX based on the value proposition (FI Practice 11). X are strategic 

frugal designs specifically responding to BOP consumers. Fixed DfX recommends key 

strategic designs in the frugal product design - e.g. design for Multiple Purposes (Viswanathan 
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& Sridharan, 2012). On the other hand, a value proposition based DfX is customised to key 

BOP consumer needs in relation to the frugal product offering (e.g. design for portability, 

design for customisation). These DfX allow frugal innovators to anticipate likely future 

changes in the frugal product, reducing development costs for them. 

A great example of these design strategies is reflected in the design guidelines implemented 

for the ECCT which ensured three designs: ease of maintenance and repair, portability and 

ease-of-use, and customisation. Looking at fixed DfX, priority was placed on easy maintenance 

and repair in the event of damage guaranteeing ECCT affordability. As a therapy to be used at 

home, how CTech clients treated the product was not necessarily known or controlled. Thus, 

the two PCB oscillators were designed to be replaceable if they did not work properly. This 

was an important aspect as clients could then replace only the part that did not work instead of 

the entire product.  

Looking at value proposition based DfX, the ECCT needed to incorporate a design enabling 

portability, as it was aimed to be “a simpler device to use by [our clients] at home” (CTech 

PDM). The ECCT had three distinctive parts - the jacket and two electronic pieces (EFD and 

PCB), which consisted of light, portable textile and plastic boxes. This was anticipated by 

avoiding reliance on grid electricity and by lowering components number and size, such as in 

the PCB design: “…it was designed by software as small as possible... They have to get all the 

components small and very simple for the design of PCB” (CTech PDM). The EFD was also 

added to check the functionality of the electric fields running throughout the jacket, avoiding 

volunteers to visit CTech Center of Cancer Research.  

Finally, the ECCT was also designed to be customisable at the point of rent, with a sewing 

process at CTech facilities. Tailoring the wearable clothing into a jacket, blanket or helmet 

according to different cancer types, and body locations and shapes efficiently targeted the 

cancer cells. This development of on-the-spot clothing also enabled CTech to directly derive 

advantages, including the testing of clients wearing the device.  

Prototype testing stage: FI Practice 12 

The prototype testing stage refers to the validation of the product design, benefits and 

performance by testing an advanced physical version (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2014). 

Characterised by the type of information and the form of the prototype innovators seek, there 

are several tools and techniques that can facilitate these decisions. For frugal innovation, a key 
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technique is early field-testing (Cadeddu et al 2019), which brings prototypes early enough in 

the local socio-economic context where the product will be utilised (FI Practice 12). This 

addresses the main difficulty of laboratory testing to reproduce the social, environmental and 

political characteristics of BOP consumers’ settings and to be inclusive (Mattson & Wood 

2014). Cadeddu et al (2019) also suggest there are benefits in collaborating with supporting 

institutions to undertake this stage such as with NGOs. 

Looking at CTech’s prototype testing stage, there was no formal client testing (only technical 

testing), yet one prototype was developed for the inventor’s family member. The ECCT being 

used daily by a client spread among social networks and led to higher rate of volunteers visiting 

CTech’s Centre of Cancer Research willing to lease the ECCT. This flow enabled direct contact 

with new volunteers, resulting in CTech’s developing a troubleshooting process, the next two 

steps of the three-steps process discussed in the concept evaluation stage. It involved prototypes 

tested with development team and volunteers for feedback, as reflect by the inventor: “Then 

the next step is …everybody [including the customers] needs to try it… I would get feedback 

[on] what’s good what’s not good”. This led to refining some design aspects of the ECCT (i.e. 

more customisation and portability). 

Product development summary 

Figure 18.5: Product development phase 
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CTech’s commercialisation 

Market testing stage: FI Practice 13 

The market testing of new products enables innovators to assess and refine the product 

performance and the related marketing plan in real settings with a larger group (Cooper, 2011). 

Frugal innovators adjust the promotion and distribution strategies to include locally established 

channels and trustworthy networks (FI Practice 13).  Enabling effective knowledge exchange 

and product diffusion, these flows replace traditional infrastructure with a local ‘social’ 

infrastructure. Frugal innovators can rely on them to reach BOP consumers as well as 

distribution agents, including through word-of-mouth, local loan groups, local distributors and 

shops, NGOs, local governments, and community of interests (Cadeddu et al 2019). 

A great example of such practices was the way CTech informed and reached three key types 

of clients - volunteers affected by cancer, healthcare professionals and academics from research 

communities. CTech first established Edwar Healthcare Centre of Cancer Research to 

undertake cancer diagnosis consultation with the ECVT, and volunteers approached CTech 

about the ECCT after more people talked about this complementary cancer treatment. 

Additionally, CTech strengthened healthcare professionals’, research communities’ and 

universities’ awareness for research incentives on the ECCT due to the novelty of the ECCT 

technology. CTech also engaged the broader research community through conferences, 

seminars and university networks, providing doctors and researchers with firsthand 

experiences of the product, bypassing the high costs of R&D. While these practices can be 

common in healthcare, research partnerships helped strengthening the ECCT reliability and 

functionality ‘publicly’ via less expensive R&D costs at Indonesian hospitals. This helped 

introducing the ECCT and the potential of this treatment across the medical community.  

Market testing stage: FI Practice 14 

For their promotion and distribution strategy, frugal innovators also engage with local 

consumers through product demonstration and training (FI Practice 14). This practice aims to 

teach and disseminate correct knowledge of the product functioning and value (Nakata & 

Weidner, 2012). Researchers also assert that such an engaged approach to local consumers 

increases trust, builds relationships and favours an inclusive growth of local agents who will 

distribute the product (Hart, Sharma, & Halme, 2016; Radjou & Prabhu, 2015). 
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CTech exemplifies this practice in the ECCT introduction to volunteers and professionals, 

using brochures and more direct methods such as teaching, 24/7 monitoring and theory and 

practice-based training. Through informative brochures, demonstrations and workshops at their 

facilities, CTech taught clients how to use and maintain the product as well as broader benefits 

of healthy lifestyles, which aligned with CTech’s primary objective of educating local society. 

The implementation of monitoring and after-rent services with local SMS and smartphone 

applications also enhanced engagement with clients using the ECCT. As an important part of 

the value proposition, a 24/7 after-rent monitoring service made the cancer treatment process 

both easier and friendlier. 

CTech also developed theory and practice-based trainings targeted at doctors to support the 

education of the theoretical principles on which the ECCT relied as well as its benefits and 

functioning: “… doctors have to come to training here … for like two months … class one 

month and then the other one month is for on-the-job training” (CTech Marketing Manager). 

While training was important for end users, it was even more essential to engage with 

professional clients such as doctors working in hospitals, to help introducing and increasing 

adoption of the ECCT in hospitals and clinics. 

Production ramp-up stage: FI Practice 15 

Along with market testing, innovators also test the production processes (manufacture and 

assembly) related to the new product and the production performance to control time, volume 

and quality variables (Brauner et al., 2016). Frugal innovators’ strategy is to undertake a long-

term small-scale production, keeping strict control over Quality Assurance (QA), Quality 

Control (QC) and employees’ learning and training (FI Practice 15). Reducing investment risks 

and increasing time-to-market, low-volume outputs is preferred due to both the heterogeneity 

of BOP consumers’ preferences of new products and the likelihood of finding local small-scale 

production sites. The latter makes the testing of production processes cheaper, faster, more 

flexible and standardised (Gassmann et al., 2017). As a result of using small-scale production, 

frugal innovators incrementally implement strict QA/QC and stakeholders’ learning and 

training (Cadeddu et al., 2019). 

CTech is an excellent example of these production ramp-up practices. Since 2010 up to the 

time of the interviews in 2015, the ECCT’s manufacture and assembly activities were adapted 

to existing local buildings, which illustrates a small-scale production strategy. This strategy 

enabled time-, cost- and quality-efficiencies as well as flexibility in CTech’s production 
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outputs. For example, CTech re-used local small facilities because there was no need for bigger 

and sophisticated equipment; it thus led to less investment and faster production start. 

Demonstrating this, 50,000 ECCTs were produced between 2010 and 2015 with manual 

assembly from 2010 to 2013, complemented with subcontracts of automatic assembly from 

2013 (CTech Inventor).  

While CTech production manager agreed that manual processes were not always the most cost-

effective, this was offset by the advantage of flexibility in CTech’s production such as adapting 

to product changes: “…manual assembly is costlier than machine automation, but they [with 

machine automation] can’t change the production process whenever they can. Ours is very 

flexible” (CTech Production Manager). The small-scale production also led to the 

implementation of strict QA/QC for the ECCT materials, processes and labour, and continuous 

learning and training. The production supervisor also discussed how the human factor was 

extremely important, with training implemented to support the technical delivery of the 

production process with the absence of automated machinery. CTech adhered to “Gemba 

Kaizen, [the] Japanese method for continuous learning”, a workplace culture that embraced 

errors for improvement and reduction of waste.  

Commercialisation summary 

Figure 18.6: Commercialisation phase 

 

Conclusion 

With the high number of people suffering from cancer worldwide, there are incentives for 

innovators to find frugal solutions for this major issue. This chapter has illustrated the NPDP 

framework for frugal innovation developed by Cadeddu et al. (2019) with an Indonesian start-
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up that has developed a frugal cancer treatment. The nine stages and 15 FI practices of the 

NPDP framework have been useful in guiding this chapter’s examples of the management 

practices at CTech. Key lessons stemming from this case study and the literature include: 

1. A resource-constrained environment can feed innovation process and direct innovators 

to develop a frugal medical device that is more adapted to the context. Despite 

technology research being limited in Indonesia, CTech recognised the lack of facilities, 

infrastructure and funding, and innovated as a consequence, leading to a potentially 

cheaper and complementary cancer treatment. In developing countries, this innovation 

can also have further positive impacts on local health systems such as helping hospitals 

and local clinics being more innovative and reducing costs (Bianchi et al., 2017). 

2. Ensuring business feasibility through searching external local resources before the 

frugal NPD project starts appears to be vital for a viable frugal NPD project. CTech 

assessed their knowledge, expertise, and know-how before starting the ECCT project, 

and then sought partnerships with universities and research students to fill their 

knowledge gaps. This collaboration was critical for the viability of the ECCT project. 

3. Simplicity and cost reduction of frugal innovation can be derived from a narrowed set 

of targeted functionalities developed early at the concept development phase. CTech 

prioritised three primary functionalities and two business model specifications in the 

development of the ECCT concept. This led to less complexity and thus a cost–benefit 

ratio in the solution adapted to the Indonesian context. This is in line with the findings 

of Ramdorai and Herstatt (2017), who discuss the power of reconfiguring the product 

value proposition that naturally leads to cost reduction. 

4. New applications of existing basic technologies can become the new technological 

platform of a future frugal innovation. CTech’s low-energy technology for cancer 

diagnosis ended being the technological platform for their NPD project in cancer 

treatment. This is one of the approaches that Tran & Ravaud (2016) also pinpoint in 

their review of existing frugal medical devices. 

5. There are strong incentives for concept and field testing in frugal innovation, which 

may seem challenging in healthcare due to this highly regulated sector; yet, CTech has 

demonstrated the opposite. Traditionally, “…testing of equipment and procedures 

…often occurs in a laboratory setting or under ideal circumstances” (Duggan, 

Marshall, Scott, Brindley & Grocott 2019). The CTech case, however, highlights the 
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benefits of more contextual, rather than ideal, circumstances. Priorities were set on 

‘feeling, touching and trying’ a new design as early as possible, and testing with direct 

contact with clients led to refinement of some design aspects of the ECCT. 

6. There are numerous advantages in prioritising local outsourcing, including cost-

effectiveness, more standardised design, potential quick adaptation to local production, 

faster build-test-feedback process, and easy local maintenance. In CTech’s case, 

standard designed components avoided outperforming the targeted performance 

sought in the first place, ensuring a cheaper and more adapted solution.  

7. Reaching out to local communities when introducing a new frugal product seems like 

a critical activity for frugal innovators. CTech is an advocate of open innovation as 

well as of research collaboration as seen in their substantial partnerships with local 

hospitals and clinics as well as international universities throughout their NPDP. 

This chapter directly contributes to the frugal innovation literature, and in particular, towards 

addressing the paucity of studies in healthcare (Arshad et al 2018; Hossain 2018). It shows that 

frugal innovation results from a combined set of innovation practices across various firms’ 

function (Cadeddu, Donovan, de Waal, Masli, Topple, 2016). Despite the value of this study 

in contributing towards the shortfall of research in frugal innovation in healthcare, the findings 

from this case have limitations. First, the ECCT operates as a complementary therapy cancer 

to existing treatments (radiotherapy and chemotherapy); it does not replace current therapy, 

thus limiting its adoption. This can also become a financial burden on start-ups. Secondly, 

despite the framework demonstrated great fit for frugal innovation in health, it does not take 

account of regulatory, legal and intellectual property aspects generally discussed in this field. 

Actually, the ECCT is currently undergoing further clinical trials in collaboration with the 

Indonesian Ministry of Health. Due to the medical devices industry being highly regulated, in 

particular for such unique innovation (Tran & Ravaud 2016), here in the cancer treatment field, 

regulatory activities can thus create additional financial and innovation burdens onto 

entrepreneurs or innovators willing to develop frugal health innovation. Despite these 

limitations, it is hoped that this framework will inform and guide frugal innovators to support 

BOP markets as well as to address major health issues facing populations that are not catered 

to with existing treatments. 
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